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Liebherr Appliances Introduces New HWg 1803
Seamless Wine Storage Cabinets
Modern, Innovative and Easy-To-Use Storage Options for Your Finest Wines
Miami, FL – October 2016 – Liebherr Appliances introduces the innovative and superbly designed
HWg 1803 wine cabinets, designed for today’s modern kitchen. Featuring high-performance technology
alongside easy-to-use features, the HWg 1803 cabinets prove it's possible to save energy without
compromising convenience and design.
The Liebherr HWg 1803 series wine cabinets are designed for niches 17.5” high, and are fitted a pulldown door, allowing for multiple design options and optimal use. Available in chic white (HWgw 1803) or
elegant black (HWgb 1803), these front-reflective GlassEdition wine cabinets are manufactured using
back-printed glass for a spectacularly stylish finish, ideal for a kitchen, bar, or great room. The backprinted glass is easy to clean and scratch resistant for increased durability over the lifetime of the cabinet.
When the glass door is gently tapped, TipOpen technology partially opens the door, offering the perfect
solution for seamless integration in hands-free kitchens. If the door is not opened fully within three
seconds, the door will self-close.

With advanced energy efficiency, these compact HWg 1803 wine storage cabinets are equipped with the
latest in climate technology, with details necessary for optimal wine storage and tempering. An easy-toread LCD screen guarantees exact temperature adjustment between 41°F and 68°F. The dimmable,
vertical LED lighting provides enhanced illumination throughout the interior, offering a better view of the
stored bottles. Thanks to the minimal heat emitted by the LED lights, stored wines can be illuminated and
beautifully presented for extended periods of time without compromising their quality. The doors are fitted
with tinted, insulated safety glass to ensure protection against damaging UV radiation, ensuring vibrant
color, quality, and taste of the wine.

The Liebherr HWg 1803 wine cabinets feature secure, handcrafted shelves, made from untreated beech
wood, which are designed to offer safe storage for up to 18 Bordeaux bottles. Mounted on telescopic
rails, these wooden shelves can store bottles vertically, horizontally, and at different angles, depending on
bottle size. Additionally, the HWg 1803’s have a noise level of 32 dB(A)*, making these units virtually
silent. These features make the units ideal for the premium wine collector and frequent entertainer.

For more information on Liebherr refrigeration and lifestyle products, visit home.liebherr.com.
* Noise level – sound power re 1pW – according to EN 60704-3
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About Liebherr Appliances
Driven by innovation and characterized by sophisticated, elegant design, the family-owned and Germanbased Liebherr Appliances brings the best of European cooling to the Americas. With more than 60 years
of expertise in premium refrigeration, Liebherr Appliances combines quality, design, and innovation to
offer high-end refrigeration solutions for the modern home or business. Visit home.liebherr.com to learn
more about Liebherr's full product line of freestanding, built-in and fully integrated refrigerators and
freezers, wine, and humidor cigar storage units.
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